Dear AGT Partners,

Having qualified staff is one of the biggest challenges facing enterprises in the Middle East today, especially when it comes to technical qualification levels. With more complex technology systems being deployed across all kinds of companies, training in IT-security is essential to the efficiency of business operations as well as to its overall success.

After the great success and enormous participation in its last training event in September 2007 in Dubai, Advanced German Technology (AGT) will once again make it possible to be certified for and updated with the best in IT and Telecom security:

We are pleased to invite you to

AGT's First Class security training workshop
in Dubai from 17 – 21 February 2007

The detailed presale and sales classes will provide a profound insight into the latest in

- Data confidentiality, integrity and central security policy management
- Secure authentication and data encryption on PDAs and smart phones
- Easy and powerful encryption of E-mail, files, folders, Hard disk.
- Endpoint Security – comprehensive end device protection and central check
- High speed encryption hardware and Telecommunications encryptions
- Two-tier firewall system (Top secure classified)
- Unified Threat Management system
- Secure Enterprise SSL-VPN
- High Secure VPN solutions (Government standards)
AGT will bring together the Sales manager of some of its best European partners in IT security such as NCP, GeNUA, UTIMACO, Signalguard, and Funkwerk to hold the lectures, thus guaranteeing first-hand information and constructive interaction.

AGT’s 5-day training event gives you the opportunity to explore our Security products and service applications as well as the positioning of these solutions in the Middle East market while you become an AGT Certified Presales Security Engineer (including the certification for NCP, GeNUA, UTIMACO, Signalguard, and Funkwerk).

Why should you attend?
AGT Security products portfolios are unique in their structure, specialized in their offering and rich in content and functionality. In order for AGT partners to compete effectively in a complex security environment; they have to be equipped with the necessary skills and knowledge to reach desired results. AGT have devised a program that will show you the way forward with products and solutions such. This training program will present partners/resellers with the tools to build successful and comprehensive portfolio of services that will not only form a sound basis for income growth today, but well into the future.

Who should attend?
- Sales Managers
- Technical Managers
- Network Specialists
- Product Managers
- Pre-Sales Specialists
- Business Development Managers
Training details

Location: Dubai, knowledge village
Kindly ask us for AGT special Hotel rate in 3 different locations

Date: 02-06 September 2007
Price: 500 € / per each person, excluding VAT

The training price:

- includes a 5 day classroom training, all training equipment and material (detailed technical literature)
- includes the certificate for successfully attending the training
- includes beverages and lunch for training hours
- excludes travel expenses and accommodation

Your final registration should be with us, latest to 10th of February 2008.

For your registration, please use the attached form.

Or call: Aghiath Chbib
Direct: +971 4 390 2039
Mobile: +971 50 450 7990
E-mail: agchbib@agt-technology.com

Capture the opportunity to be certified for and updated with the Latest IT security solutions from Europe!

We are looking forward to welcome you at the course and in Dubai.

Please feel free to contact us should you need any further information.

Kindest regards,
AGT Team